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Rob has over 16 years of experience in editing. He is extremely comfortable cutting fast
turnaround programmes to tight deadlines and one of his main strengths is setting the
format for programmes. He has helped create new formats for UK, US and Australian
shows. In the last few years Rob has specialised in drama-docs and really enjoys this genre.
Rob has a fantastic sense of music and visual flair, great story-telling skills and he’s
technically sound. He is known for his great use of music, sound-scaping and SFX to
enhance drama with a touch of class. His regular clients often ask for him back time and
time again!

Credits Include
Drama Docs
“American Monster” Season 6. Viewers get closer than ever to some of America's most
shocking and surprising crimes. Filled with never-before-seen footage of these devils in
disguise, American Monster interweaves twisting-turning stories of astonishing crimes, with
'behind-the-scenes' footage of killers at their seemingly most innocent.
Arrow Media for Discovery ID
“Mummies Unwrapped : Hatshepsut” Six-part Egyptology History series about mummies in
ancient Egypt. With drama-recon.
Blink for Channel 5 / BBC Worldwide/ Discovery Travel
“Locked Up Abroad” Ep 1, series 13. Jimmy Bauer has been a singer since his teens and is
a star in Latin America. Now the New Yorker’s career is stalling, and he wants to break into
America, but he needs to fund this next step himself. When an old acquaintance comes to
him with a shocking proposition to swallow and smuggle heroin, Jimmy takes the gamble of
a lifetime and agrees. It’s a decision that will end in near death and life behind bars in the
Dominican Republic, where his fame won’t help him one bit…
Raw for Nat Geo
“Fear Thy Neighbour” One hour drama-doc series that brings to life the chilling tales of
those who unwittingly take up residence within a stone’s throw of a psycho or killer.
Through first person testimony, combined with archival material and recreations, each
episode explores the neighbourly nightmare, revealing the story day-by-day and week-byweek, as events first get creepy, then menacing before ending in outright terror.
Cream for Discovery US
“Mayday Air Crash Investigations” Series 18 & 19. Revealing the dark truth that aviation
safety improves one crash at a time, this series investigates legendary aviation disasters to
find out what went wrong and why. Based on cockpit voice recorders, accident reports, and
eyewitness accounts, every episode also features interviews, gripping drama, and state-ofthe-art CGI.
Cineflix for Discovery / Nat Geo

“Evil Encounters” Season 1&2. An investigative docudrama that seeks out personal
accounts of paranormal experiences in the great—or perhaps not so great—outdoors,and
presents them in all of their nerve shredding glory. Combining emotionally wrought first
person interviews with gritty dramatic recreations, the series brings haunting and horrific
tales to vivid, chilling life.
Cream Productions for Blue Ant Media
“Motives and Murders: A Sisters Promise” Season 5. When the mutilated body of 17-yearold Lori Billingsley is found in a ditch on the outskirts of town, it's obvious a sadistic killer is
on the loose in Oregon. But when the case goes cold, it's her sister who's determined to get
justice for Lori.
Cineflix for Discovery ID
Surviving Evil “Nightmare Before Christmas” & “Coke Crazed Killer” Season 2.
CSA Nominated and Lead Editor
Drama-doc series featuring women who have been in the grips of attackers but have lived
to talk about it.
Cineflix for Discovery ID
“Cold Blood” Season 3&4. Series where viewers can examine all the evidence for
themselves. Combining the thrill of mystery with the visceral experience of true crime
drama, this series presents competing versions of what may have happened, and re-enacts
the events from different perspectives as new evidence comes to light.
Cineflix for Discovery ID
“American Lawmen: Pinkerton and the Race to Save Lincoln” Lead Editor.
Following the election of Abraham Lincoln, America's number one lawman Allan Pinkerton is
hired to protect a strategic railroad from attack by Southern conspirators. There are
rumours of a bomb that would prevent Lincoln from reaching Washington for his
inauguration and put the Capitol in the hands of the South. But as Pinkerton goes
undercover, the celebrated detective and his team of special agents uncover a hidden
conspiracy to kill the president before he can take office.
Cineflix for Discovery ID
“Mayday/Air Crash Investigations” Series 17, Eps 1 & 4
Series 16, Ep 2 & 5
Cineflix for Nat Geo / Discovery CND
“Surviving Evil: Terror Beach” Season 1. Lead Editor
Cineflix for Discovery ID
“Sin City ER: Dancing with the Devil” Lead Editor
Cineflix for Discovery Life
“Aircrash Investigations: Terror in San Francisco” Series 15
Cineflix for Nat Geo
“Cold Blood” Season 3&4
“Web of Deceit:The $80,000 Lie”
Cineflix for Discovery ID

Factual / Lifestyle
“Hitler’s Most Wanted Geobbels” An ob doc / archive driven historical show. James Ellis
explores how the virulently anti-Semitic minister of propaganda Joseph Goebbels
orchestrated a campaign of hate that paved the way for the Holocaust.
Cineflix for UKTV
“Salvage Hunters” Series 1&2. Meet modern-day treasure hunter Drew Prichard. With
demanding customers, high turnover and one of the biggest decorative salvage yards in the
UK, Drew is constantly on the road crisscrossing the country in search of derelict gems and
forgotten remnants.

Cineflix for Discovery Quest UK
“American Pickers” Series 1&2. The show follows antique and collectible pickers Mike and
Frank who travel around the United States to buy various items for resale, for clients, or
their personal collections
Cineflix for History Cannel US
“Brit Cops: Rapid Response” 2x60 min action packed Ob Docs following the Air, Road &
Armed Response Units around Wales and Wilshire
Offline for Steadfast TV for Virgin & Bravo
“The Ugly Face of Beauty” (Working title). 3 x 60mins documentary series featuring Dr
Christian Jenson as he uncovers the truth about the dangers of cosmetic surgery.
Formatting for the series.
Crackit for Channel 4
“The Connors” 1 x 30min. Helping create a style and format for a new BBC consumer
primetime series using an undercover family with their own skills to fish out the frauds and
con-artists.
Steadfast TV BBC1
“The Sex Education v Pornography” 4 x 60min. Anna Richardson returns for this highly
successful series where schools across the country are given a live sex education lesson they
will never forget. A frank look at how Internet Pornography has affected children and their
ideas about sex.
Endemol for Channel 4
“Gok’s Fashion Fix” (Series 2) 1 x 60min. Gok Wan returns in his highly rated second
series.
Endemol for Channel 4
“An Almost Perfect Guide to Life” 5 x 30min. A fun and informative magazine style show
about various teen problems such as how to pull, party properly, cope with being single
etc. which are sorted out by celebrities with the relevant experience including Brendan
Cole, Hollyoaks, and Apprentice.
Twenty Twenty for BBC2
“Extreme Dreams: The Ultimate Challenge” 3 x 30min. Ben Fogle takes 5 people on the
trek of a lifetime to find the Lost Incan city of Marpa in Peru. High energy show with
dramatic adventure scenes. TX Jan 26th 2009
Ricochet for BBC1
“Try Before You Buy” Formatting of pilot with Exec Producer Gill Tierney/Suzy Jaffe for
the BBC. Families try out state of the art products, test them for a week and climaxes with
a faceoff with the manufacturers on the pros and cons. TX date TBA 2009.
BBC1
“Gok's Fashion Fix” (Series 1) 8 x 60min shows, formatting the style & graphics for insert
VT’s 'Goks Roadshow Catwalk Competition and cutting the 'Gok meets the celebrity' insert
films for the big studio show TX June/July '08. Offline.
Endemol for Channel 4
"Make My Body Younger" 1 x 60min. Helping create a format for this high concept and
highly successful new show which puts Stewart, a drug using, alcoholic and smoking raver,
on the slab alive! They have their organs recreated by state of the art graphics based on
intensive hospital tests and undergo a 'live' autopsy with an experienced doctor and then
follow them change their lives for the better. TX 15th July. Exec Produced by Stuart
Murphy
Two Four for BBC3
"Cook Yourself Thin Vs Celebrity Chefs” 1x 60 min. Helped create a new format for this
one-off special including designing graphics using Boris & Sapphire Fx on the Avid. Directed

by Ann Wilson, Series Produced by Jenny Freilich, Exec Produced by Jo McGrath. TX Jan
22nd '08
Tiger Aspect Productions for Channel 4
“How to Look Good Naked: Series 3” 2 x 60min factual entertainment. Hugely popular
magazine style show, hosted by Gok Wan.
Maverick TV for Channel 4
“My Body Hell” 1 x 60min in a series of 5 x observational documentary about women’s
body issues. This one focussing on the face.
Northone for Channel Five
“Roar” Story cutting for a series of 60min programmes about Portlympne wildlife park in
Kent.
Endemol/Cheetah for BBC / CBeebies
“Three Fat Brides, One Thin Dress” 2 x 60min (first and last episode), helping to create a
new format. Gillian McKeith set a competition for three brides to change their lifestyle in
order to win a wedding dress.
Celador for Channel 4
“You Are What You Eat” 4 x 30min popular factual entertainment programmes featuring
health and food expert Gillian McKeith sorting out eating attitudes in family households and
watching the results.
Celador for Channel 4
“A Place In Greece” and “A Place in Greece Year Two” 2 x series of 30min peaktime and
daytime shows following two couples trials and tribulations in finding a plot of land to build
their dream house in Crete and then coping with the new ex-pat lifestyle.
A Tiger Aspect production for Channel 4

Scripted Drama
“The Next Step” Season 6, Editor of 5 episodes. BAFTA Award winning reality-style drama
following the lives of a group of dancers.
Boat Rocker for Universal US / CBBC
“Gangland Undercover” This gritty drama series is a fictionalized retelling of the story of
meth dealer-turned-ATF informant Charles Falco, who spent three years inside one of
America's most dangerous motorcycle gangs, the Vagos.
Cineflix for History US / CND

